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 Although waxy rice starch can be used in various food products, its modification would 
extend its application even more. Therefore, waxy rice starch was double modified by 
heat-moisture treatment (HMT) and a chemical treatment, i.e., cross-linking (CL), 
hydroxypropylation (HP) and acid-thinning (AT), with different modification orders of HMT and 
the chemical treatment. A single modification of waxy rice starch was also done for each of the 
treatments. As the properties of the modified starches were analyzed, it was found that the 
treatments did not affect whiteness indices of the starches. The starch modified by CL, 
HMT+CL and CL+HMT showed a decrease in swelling power, amylose content, solubility, 
crystallinity and light transmittance, and an increase in peak viscosity, trough, final viscosity, 
setback and syneresis. After modified by HMT+CL and CL+HMT, the enzyme digestibility of the 
starch decreased while its gelatinization and pasting temperatures increased. The starch 
modified by HP, HMT+HP and HP+HMT had a decrease in amylose content, light 
transmittance and peak viscosity. When modified by HMT+HP and HP+HMT, the swelling 
power and setback of the starch decreased while its pasting and gelatinization temperatures 
and trough increased. Modification of the starch by AT, HMT+AT and AT+HMT decreased the 
swelling power, amylose content, light transmittance and viscosities, but increased solubility 
and syneresis. Modifying the starch with HMT+AT and AT+HMT caused its peak and 
conclusion gelatinization temperatures to increase. 
 When comparing single and double modifications of waxy rice starch, it was found that 
a double modification gave a modified starch having mixed properties resulted from the 
individual treatments. Double modification by HMT and AT exhibited more pronounced effects 
on starch properties than by HMT and CL and by HMT and HP. 
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